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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of using digital-based concept mapping as strategy on students’ achievements and attitudes. Data was collected from 58 students enrolled in the course of “Introduction to Educational Technology” in Instructional and Teaching Technologies Department at Sultan Qaboos University. Two sections out of four sections were selected randomly as the sample of the study. One of the sections was randomly chosen as experimental group (n = 27) and the other was control group (n = 31). Both pre- and post-achievement tests were used. The results of the study revealed that students who were taught with digital-based concept mapping strategy performed better than those who were taught with the conventional method. There was a significant difference between male and female students in the post test scores of the experimental group in favor of females. In addition, no interaction effect for the independent variables was found. The study also showed that students in the experimental group had positive attitude towards using digital-based concept mapping in learning educational technology.
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Traditional learning instruction focuses on learning strategies that are intended to teach specific course content. In *Overcoming Resistance to Self-Direction in Adult Learning*, Higemstra (1994) points out that many traditional learning situations limit opportunities for personal involvement, especially where content is “controlled” by teachers. He states that by understanding how to locate resources and how to assess their learning progress, students can develop the skills and learner independence necessary for success in a variety of training or instructional settings. Understanding how students learn is an important issue in higher education, and currently the emphasis is on learner-centred strategies or strategies that teach learners how to learn. Sealfon (2012) recommended some of these strategies, including small group discussion, peer instruction, computer simulations and games, interactive lecture demonstrations, case studies, concept mapping, and tutorial worksheets. Concept mapping has been recognized as a cognitive tool that can empower learners to monitor and control their cognitive progress (Novak, 2010). With the rapid development of information and communication technology, concept mapping is no longer restricted to the construction of paper-based drawings (Hwang, Wu, & Kuo, 2013). Instead, students are able to modify their own concept maps conveniently via computerized concept mapping tools. The digital-based concept mapping tools can help students navigate the content and then interpret and organize their own knowledge based on their individual learning styles. Concept maps also develop student abilities in certain critical areas (Angelo & Cross, 1993). Research by Hwang et al. (2013) indicated that the interactive whiteboard (IWB)-based concept mapping approach could improve students’ learning attitudes towards the natural science course, whereas using concept maps with paper and pencil might have a detrimental effect on students’ learning attitudes.

**Literature review**

As an instructional strategy, concept maps have become a widely used educational tool around the world to help students interpret and organize their personal knowledge. Concepts maps are based on Ausubel’s meaningful learning theory. The underlying basis of the theory is that meaningful (as opposed to rote) human learning occurs when new knowledge is consciously and purposefully linked to an existing framework of prior knowledge (Novak, 2006). According to this theory, students accommodate new concepts and ideas with existing knowledge in their cognitive structure (Novak, 2010). In a concept map, concepts (e.g., words, objects, pictures, formulas, symbols, etc.) are linked with lines and labelled as propositions (Reiska, Canas, Novak, & Miller, 2008; Ruiz-Primo, Schultz, & Shavelson, 1997; Chang, Sung, Chang, & Lin, 2005; Novak & Cañas, 2008). As such, the concept map is a collection of propositions that explains the connections between the concepts. In other words, a concept map is a “visual representation tool for organizing and representing knowledge in networks of concepts and linking statements about a problem or subject” (Novak & Cañas, 2008, p.1). A concept map can be created and supported by tools such as graphic organizers and physical models, as well as by engaging students in kinaesthetic activities, that is, activities involving physical movement (Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock, 2001). From those, perhaps the most commonly used visual learning tool is the graphic organizer, which includes diagrams depicting hierarchical information (e.g., concept maps, cause-effect relationships, such as the fishbone diagram), and free associations and links among ideas (e.g., mind maps). Graphic organizers help students not only “read” and comprehend complex information and relationships more easily but also generate ideas, structure their thoughts, and learn how to make what they know visible in an easy-to-read way. The latter requires that students understand the topic under study, discern relationships between concepts, and be able to prioritize information (Birbili, 2006). The traditional approach of concept mapping (paper and pencil) has several disadvantages. Firstly, concept maps produced in this way are difficult for students to modify and for teachers to evaluate, which often reduces their effectiveness (Hwang et al., 2013). Furthermore, with the traditional approach of concept mapping, the development process of the concept maps cannot be recorded and easily assessed. Therefore, digital concept mapping tools in web-based environments such as MindMup (www.mindmup.com) and MindMaple (www.mindmaple.com) can be used to create concept maps that allow learners to collaborate and share their works with their teachers and help teachers assess students’ work. Con-
sequently, the advancements in computerized applications and web-based tools could enable more alternatives for using concept maps in teaching and learning (Hwang et al., 2013).

The current study investigates the effectiveness of digital-based concept mapping in teaching educational technology concepts. Spider maps and network trees (Bellanca, 2007) were implemented in the study due to their features (see Figures 1 and 2 for the concept maps chosen in the research). Spider maps are for the organizing phase, and network trees are for the layout phase.

Source: Bellanca (2007, p. 87)

The number of studies investigating the effects of digital-based concept mapping on educational technology is limited. Research conducted by Erdogan (2009) compared the effects of paper-based and computer-based concept mappings on computer hardware achievement, computer use anxiety, and computer attitude of the eight grade secondary school students. The students were allocated randomly to three groups and were given instructions on computer hardware. The teaching methods used for each group, respectively, were the conventional method, paper-based concept mapping, and computer-based concept mapping. The study found that the paper-based and computer-based concept mapping strategies produced better results than the conventional method. However, the effects of paper-based and computer-based concept mapping strategies were not significantly different. Similarly, Yen and Yang (2013) conducted a study aimed at scrutinizing the effects of digital concept mapping via Learning Management System (LMS) on English majors’ (N=38) Microsoft PowerPoint (PPT) slide writing skills in Taiwan. Their results confirmed that analytical reading with digital concept mapping strategies could solve English as Foreign Language (EFL) students’ PPT slide writing problems and improve their performance and the attainment of the task shares via LMS.

Several studies, however, have explored the effectiveness of concept mapping as an instructional strategy compared to the traditional teaching method. The focus of these studies has been on comparing the effectiveness of concept mapping (paper and pencil concept map) to traditional teaching practices such as the lecture method. Concept maps have been found beneficial for teaching students, for example, who are 250 studying financial accounting (Irvine, Cooper, & Jones, 2006), library science (Colosimo & Fitzgibbons, 2012), physics (Dennis, Chinyama, & Jumbe, 2014), chemistry (BouJaoude & Attieh, 2008; Emmanuel, 2013), mathematics (Williams, 1998), biology (Brinkerhoff & Gary, 2013), and teaching (Cheema & Mirza, 2013). The results from the majority of these studies indicated the obvious use of concept mapping in enhancing students’ understanding of interrelated concepts and their use as a mechanism to improve learning.

In a study conducted by Luchembe, Chinyama, and Jumbe (2014) to show the effectiveness of concept mapping as a teaching strategy to undergraduate students taking an introductory physics course, the findings showed that concept mapping was more effective than the tutorial sheet strategy. The findings also showed that students had a positive attitude towards the use of concept mapping. Similarly, Sakiyo and Waziri (2015) have investigated the use of the concept mapping teaching method on secondary school students’ academic achievement in biology. Their results revealed that the concept mapping method enhanced students’ academic achievement in biology. They also found that there was no significant difference between male and fe-
male students in the experimental group. Alhomaidan (2015) investigated the effect of using concept mapping on developing the learning outcome of college-level students studying at the College of Technology at Ar- rash. The post-test results showed that the experimental group members scored higher grades compared to their counterparts in the control group. Cheema and Mirza (2013) conducted a study to analyse the effect of concept mapping on academic performance of seventh-grade students in the subject of general science. Their results showed that the male and female students taught through concept mapping performed better than the students taught through traditional teaching methods. However, male students taught through concept mapping performed significantly better than the female students. In addition, Emmanuel (2013) investigated the effects of the concept mapping strategy on secondary school students’ achievement on difficult chemistry concepts. The study also examined the differential effect on the achievement of male and female chemistry students. The results showed that students taught using the concept mapping strategy achieved higher and significantly better outcomes than those taught using the conventional method. Female students also performed better than their male counterparts using this method.

In a more recent study, Erdoğan (2016) investigated the experimental studies that tested the effectiveness of the concept mapping instructional strategy compared to the traditional teaching method. In this study, 73 studies were selected that met the inclusion criteria. The results indicated that the effect of the concept mapping instructional strategy in terms of academic success was higher than the traditional method. Similarly, Akeju, Simpson, Rotimi, and Kenni (2011) conducted a study to investigate the effects of teaching with the concept mapping instructional strategy on learning achievement in Nigerian secondary schools. Their findings revealed that the concept mapping instructional strategy contributed to learning achievement in physics, and there was a significant effect in students’ learning attitude. The results established that when integrated with any method of instruction, the instructional strategy resulted in improved learning achievement.

From the above literature and previous studies, it is clear that significant researches have explored the issue of concept maps in teaching and learning. The majority of these researches investigated the effect of concept mapping compared to traditional teaching practices on students’ achievement in terms of their teaching method, gender, or specialty (Emmanuel, 2013; Luchembe et al., 2014; Sakiyo & Waziri, 2015; Erdoğan, 2009 and Erdoğan, 2016). Most of the previous studies researched in this study focused on comparing the effectiveness of concept mapping to traditional teaching in different areas (e.g., Soroush & Fatemeh, 2013 and Sakiyo & Waziri, 2015). However, there is only one study has been conducted on the effect of the digital concept mapping method on students’ achievement in teaching (e.g., Erdoğan, 2009). But the current study is different from this study in terms of context, audience, subject matters and software used for mapping. Therefore, there is a need for more studies that empirically investigate the effect of the digital concept mapping method on students’ achievement.

However, there is a need for more studies that empirically investigate the effect of the digital concept mapping method on students’ achievement. For the maximum use and benefit of digital concept mapping there are certain condition should be met in the learning environment such as the availability of the different computer software programs, e.g., Inspiration and the free web-based tools.

**Importance of the study**

Besides the past research directions mentioned above, the College of Education at SQU is undergoing an accreditation process. Among the dimensions of the conceptual framework of the College of Education are diversified teaching and technological skills; therefore, the current study seeks integration of different teaching methods with technology skills. This study aims to help uncover the effectiveness of digital-based concept mapping by trying to answer the following research questions.

**Research questions:**

1. Does students’ achievement in technological concepts vary according to instructional strategy (concept mapping vs. traditional methods)?
2. Does students’ achievement vary according to their specialty (Science/Math, Physical Education, and Art Education)?
3. Does students’ achievement vary according to their gender?
4. Is there any interaction effect between teaching strategy “group” and gender,
teaching strategy and specialty, gender and specialty, teaching strategy, gender and specialty?

5. What are attitudes of the students towards digital concepts mapping?

Purpose of the study

The purpose of this study is to test the effectiveness of the proposed instructional strategy in teaching an introductory course in educational technology (TECH 3007), which is a three credit hour course taught for all students in the College of Education at SQU. In detail, the proposed study investigates the effects of digital-based concept mapping as an instructional strategy on achievement and determines whether students’ attitudes vary according to the instructional method. It also examines the variations of achievement with gender, students’ specialty and teaching methods.

Method

Participants

The target population was all undergraduate students who were studying or will be studying educational technology courses at the Department of Instructional and Learning Technologies in the College of Education at SQU in Oman (N= 110). The sample consisted of the students who studied TECH 3007: Introduction to Educational Technology in the year 2015/2016 at the second semester with a total number of 58 (n=58) participants divided into two groups. One group consisted of 27 students, and the other consisted of 31 students. The researchers chose one group randomly to be the experimental group, and the other became the control group.

Instruments

Achievement tests (pre-test and post-test)

Given the nature of this study, which required the identification of the student level of knowledge about the content covered before and after the experiment, an achievement test about technological concept knowledge and understanding was prepared on the basis of the unit objectives and featured items drawn from the set text. The achievement test items consisted of 25 questions (10 true/false questions and 15 multiple-choice questions, with one mark for each). However, in the light of the assessors’ comments and suggestions, the achievement test was modified in its final draft to consist of 25 objective questions. To verify the face validity of the achievement test, it was submitted with the general aims, behavioural objectives, and content of the unit to a number of assessors from the department in order to benefit from their advice and comments regarding the suitability and clarity of test questions. The test was also piloted with 20 students who were not members of the study sample, and the level of difficulty was assessed, ranging from 0.18 to 0.51, which was considered acceptable (Haladyna, Downing, & Rodriguez, 2002). The reliability (internal consistency) was 0.87 and considered sufficient to use in the main study (Zipnarg, Yovel, Revelle, & McDonald, 2006). After preparation and confirmation of validity and reliability of the environment and research instruments, the teaching experiment was undertaken over an 8-week block. The two groups were taught the same unit by the same instructor (who was one of the researchers) in each of the conditions.

Attitude scale

The present study used a questionnaire for assessing students’ attitudes towards educational technology content through the concept mapping approach (Appendix 1). The researchers developed the concept map attitude scale. The survey consisted of 11 items containing positive and negative statements. The last 2 items were stated negatively, therefore, students response to this items was reversed (1=5, 2=4 ...). The Alpha Cronbach reliability for the total survey was 0.87 as measured by Alpha Cronbach. The response to scale ranges from 1 to 5 (absolutely agree, agree, am not sure, do not agree, and absolutely do not agree).

Procedures

To explore the relationships among teaching methods, students’ attitudes, and academic performance, this study was conducted in a naturalistic setting using a quasi-experimental design with concept mapping as the treatment variable (Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Cooper & Schindler, 1998). The experimental group was required to create concept maps. Experimental research provides the best results for the cause and effect correlation of the experiment and comparison groups. The sample was randomized by design. The respondents came from
two sections of the same course that had been randomly self-selected during the spring 2016 semester. As stated previously, the groups were distributed with 31 in the control group and 27 in the experimental group. The study was conducted at SQU. The class was an educational technology course, and the respondents were all students who registered for this course (TECH 3007: Introduction to Educational Technology). One instructor taught the two sections at two different times of the week. The students who agreed to participate in the study took a pre-test. At the beginning of the study, the researchers made an arrangement as to how the two sections of the class would be taught differently with the same materials. One of the classes used traditional teaching methods (e.g., lectures). The other class used the digital-based concept mapping method. The duration for this small experimental study was 8 weeks. The classes had a 4-hour class period every week. The chapter coverage was divided equally for both classes to provide equal distribution of the lessons that the experiment covered.

To construct a concept map for learning purposes, it is important to begin with a domain of knowledge that is very familiar to the learner constructing the map (Novak & Cañas, 2008). It is also helpful for the learner to select a limited domain of knowledge for the first concept map. Before starting this experimental study, the instructor explained the aim and the advantages of the activity (using digital-based concept mapping) in order to motivate the students. After that, he introduced an explanation of what a concept map is, its objectives, and how it will be built and assessed. Thus, the instructor gave the learners clear instructions and steps for how to design and construct concept maps for learning. Two topics from the TECH3007 course were selected by the instructor to be taught using the digital-based concept map strategy as a sample for the students. One of these topics was “ASSURE model” and the other was “classifying instructional media”. After that, the instructor identified the key concepts that apply to these topics. For ASSURE model, 28 concepts were determined and listed. Then from this list, an ordered list was established from the most general and inclusive concept to the most specific to least general concept at the bottom of the list. The instructor then used different computer software programs such as Inspiration® and iMindMap as well as the free web-based tools, for example, spiderscribe (www.spiderscribe.net), Bubbl.us (https://bubbl.us/), Mindmup (www.mindmup.com), and MindMaple (www.mindmaple.com), to construct the concept maps. Most of these web sites offer concept mapping tools for 30-day free trials. The majority of the students in the experiment study designed their digital-based concept maps by using the software Inspiration®, which is clearly the most widely used. Finally, the maps were revised, concepts repositioned in ways that lend to clarity and better overall structure, and “final” maps were prepared and shared among all the learners.

Students in the experimental group were given the option of presenting the linkages between concepts for their maps using either spider maps or network trees. They were also asked to use any concept map tool (i.e., either software programs or free web-based tools) to organize their concepts. Then the students were encouraged to use as many words as they wanted to label the line between two concepts following the steps presented by the instructor. Appendix 2 shows samples of students’ work on the digital-based concepts map designed by Inspiration®. In addition, the students were asked to work either individually or in groups to create their digital concept maps. For the control group, the teaching method was a normal lecture type delivery. In this method, the instructor dominated the information presentation for the students by using a PowerPoint presentation and conventional teaching technique (lecturing). In addition to that, students were asked to work either individually or in groups for the lab sessions to do their assignments. At the end of the experimental treatment (8 weeks), a post-test was conducted for both classes to test for students’ academic performance. An attitude scale was also conducted at the end of the experiment.

Results

Pre-test

The researchers conducted a pre-test before the experiment to ensure that the two groups were equivalent in terms of their achievement. An independent sample t-test was used for equivalency of scores in the achievement of the two groups.
maintained that the concept mapping strategy has significant effects on meaningful learning and promotes students' academic achievement.

Table 1
Independent sample t-test scores for differences in means of the t-test score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>9.92</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that there is no significant difference in the means of the two groups (control and experimental group) in the pre-test ($t_{23}=1.029$, 0.308, $p >0.05$). Based on this analysis, the academic performances of the two groups (the experimental group and control group) were considered equivalent.

**Post-test**

To answer the research questions about the main effects (teaching methods, gender, and specialty) and interaction effects between the variables, a three-way analysis of variance was used. Table 2 and Table 3 show the statistics.

Table 2
Means and standard deviations of the three variables in post-test scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>15.6129</td>
<td>1.54224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17.3077</td>
<td>.78838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>2.01108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>1.41170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math/Science</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16.57</td>
<td>.4654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>16.11</td>
<td>.2524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Education</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.20</td>
<td>.3262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 indicates that there is a significant difference in the mean scores of the post-test between the control group and the experimental group ($F$-value= (10.062) with df = 1, 54, significant at 0.003) in favour of the experimental group. This means that students taught educational technology concepts using digital-based concept mapping (mean=17.3077) performed better than those taught with the conventional method (mean=15.6129). This result could be justified by the fact that visual representation of concepts helps students visualize the different parts of the concepts together with their links. The students also can see the total picture of the concept. This finding agrees with many other findings (Akeju et al., 2011; Cheema & Mirza, 2013; Emmanuel, 2013; Yen & Yang, 2013; Luchembe, Chinyama, & Jumbe, 2014; Sakiyo & Waziri, 2015; Alhomaidan, 2015; Akınoğlu, Elmac, & Gündoğdu, 2016; and Erdoğan, 2016), which all found that the concept mapping method enhanced students’ academic achievement more than the traditional method. Yezka and Nasrabad (2004)

Concerning the specialty variable with three levels, Table 3 shows that there is no significant difference due to this variable, which means that the specialty is not affected by the intervention. This could be justified by the fact that concept maps are tools for organizing and representing knowledge to improve how students learn, to enhance how they interconnect what they learn (Maas & Leaub, 2005), and to promote the meaningful and active learning across a wide range of disciplines. Thus, the results from the previous researches in this study confirmed that concept mapping techniques have aided students and promoted their academic achievement in many fields of knowledge, such as financial accounting (Irwine et al., 2006), physics (Dennis et al., 2014), chemistry (Boujaoude & Attieh, 2008; Emmanuel, 2013), mathematics (Williams, 1998), biology (Brinkerhoff & Gary, 2013), and teaching (Cheema & Mirza, 2013).

The gender variable was considered an important factor in research studies. Table 3 shows there is a significant difference in post-test scores of the male and female students in the experimental group in favour of female students ($F$-value= (4.089) with df = 1, 54 significant at .050). Table 2 showed that female (mean= 17.50) is greater than male (mean= 15.50), which indicated that female students taught through concept mapping performed significantly better than the male students. This finding is in concordance with those re-
ported by Emmanuel (2013) and Boujaoude and Attieh (2008), who reported that the female students taught through concept mapping performed significantly better than the male students. However, this result contradicts the study by Cheema and Mirza (2013), which showed that the male students taught through concept mapping performed significantly better than the female students. Moreover, a more recent study by Sakiyo and Waziri (2015) found that there was no significant difference between male and female students in the experimental group who were taught through concept mapping. Regarding the interaction between independent variables, Table 3 shows there is no interaction effect between the group and spatiality, between the group and gender, between specialty and gender, and among group, specialty, and gender.

To answer the research question related to students’ attitudes in experimental group, a questionnaire was used to assess their attitudes towards the use of digital concept mapping in learning educational technology. The descriptive statistics for their attitudes towards digital concept mapping learning strategy are shown in Table 4.

Table 4 shows that the students in experimental group had a positive attitude towards the use of digital concept mapping for learning educational technology concepts (mean = 4.19, SD = 0.4138). Table 4 shows that the top five statements regarding the positive attitudes from using digital concept mapping as viewed by the students were as follows: (a) I think the construction of the concept maps was very useful for my learning; (b) I enjoyed constructing concept maps; (c) I think the concept map strategy is very creative; (d) I think the concept maps promoted my ability to organize, think, and relate to prior knowledge; and, (e) I will use concept maps when revising other topics related to my specialty. These results indicated that digital-based concept mapping strategy can be used as an effective method for raising students’ interest and promote their academic achievement for learning educational technology concepts.

This result could be justified by the fact that cognitive tools such as Inspiration® and MindMaple helped students interpret and organize their personal knowledge based on their individual learning styles (Reushle, Dorman, Evans, Kirkwood, McDonald, & Worden, 2012). Moreover, digital-based concept mapping tools could help students benefit from learning visually (Bruillard & Baron, 2000; Erdogan, 2009) and could inspire them to learn. The findings of Luchembe and his team (2014) partially support the results of this study; they reported that students had a positive attitude towards the use of concept mapping. The results are also supported by Soroush and Fatemeh (2013), who found that students’ attitudes towards using concept maps as a tool that improves their listening comprehension ability was positive. We can conclude that digital concept mapping tools provide a dynamic and enjoyable atmosphere for the students that might have positively influenced their attitudes regarding learning educational technology concepts.

Table 4
Descriptive Statistics of the students’ attitudes in experimental group towards digital concept mapping learning strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I enjoyed constructing concept maps.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.4074</td>
<td>.74726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I think the concept map strategy is very creative.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.3704</td>
<td>.56488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I think the construction of the concept maps was very useful for my learning.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.5185</td>
<td>.84900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The constructions of concept maps activities were motivating me.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.2593</td>
<td>.71213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I feel that concept maps improved my thinking.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.1111</td>
<td>.84732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I think the concept maps promoted my ability to organize, think, and relate to prior knowledge.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.2963</td>
<td>.54171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I will use concept maps when revising other topics related to my specialty.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.2593</td>
<td>.85901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I will teach some topics using the concept maps strategy when I start my teaching at school.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.2222</td>
<td>.93370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. The construction of the concept map made me learn the concepts of educational technology better.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.0000</td>
<td>.96077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. I prefer the traditional method of analysing topics more than using a concept map.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.4074</td>
<td>1.1522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Instead of simplifying, the concept map just confused me more.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.2593</td>
<td>.76423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4.1919</td>
<td>0.4138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Implications and Conclusion

This paper investigated the effects of digital-based concept mapping as an instructional strategy on achievement and attitude. The study found that there is a significant difference in the mean scores of the post-test between the control group and the experimental group in favour of the experimental group. The students taught using the digital-based concept mapping strategy performed better than those who were taught using the conventional method. The result also showed that there is no significant difference due to the specialty (Math/Science, Physical Education, and Art Education). There was also a significant difference in the post-test scores of the male and female students in the experimental group in favour of the female. In terms of interaction between independent variables, the result showed that there is no interaction effect between the group and spatiality, between the group and gender, between specialty and gender, and among group, specialty, and gender. The study also showed that students in the experimental group had positive attitudes towards using digital-based concept mapping in their learning of educational technology. Based on the results of this study, several implications can be addressed.

First because digital-based concept mapping is found to be an effective teaching strategy for improving students’ achievement for educational technology concepts, instructors at SQU should use it as one of their teaching strategies to improve student performance. For effective use of digital-based concept mapping, a series of workshops could be conducted to help instructors in implementing this instructional strategy. The college of education should provide and maintain computer laboratories and purchases new and advance software that might encourage instructors and students to build digital-based concept mapping in their subjects.

Second, since digital concept mapping is an emerging teaching technique and the technology keep changing; instructors should encourage students to use digital-based concept mapping for different topics, chapters, courses and concepts in order to enhance their meaningful and raise their higher order learning skills. Third, while the results of this and other studies on using digital concept maps are limit and not conclusive. Consequently, more research should be conducted to test further the effect of digital concept mapping as a strategy to reap the benefits of using concept maps on students’ achievement and attitude.

Using digital-based concept mapping as a new paradigm for teaching is an attempt to inject a new teaching approach. Educators are challenged to change their teaching methods and to enhance the students’ learning environment. Therefore, using digital-based concept mapping holds great promise to improve what students learn and simultaneously develop the desired thinking skill competencies demanded by the teaching profession (Maas & Leauby, 2005).
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Appendix 1
Attitude Questionnaire

Dear student,

The purpose of this survey is to collect data related to the students’ attitudes towards the use of digital concepts mapping in teaching educational technology concepts. To conduct this study, we invite you to complete the survey. Data from the survey will be used for the purpose of this research only.

الغرض من هذا الاستبيان هو جمع بيانات تتعلق باتجاهات طلاب البكالوريوس نحو فاعلية استخدام الخرائط المفاهيمية الرقمية في تدريس بعض مفاهيم تكنولوجيا التعليم. ولإجراء هذه الدراسة نضع بين يديك هذا المقياس أملين أن تقوم بمملء فقراته بكل امانة ودقة وذلك لأهمية نتائجه على العملية التعليمية ولن تستخدم معلومات المقياس إلا لأغراض الدراسة فقط.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>I enjoyed constructing concept maps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>I think the concept map strategy is very creative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>I think the construction of the concept maps was very useful for my learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>The constructions of concept maps activities were motivating me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>I feel that concept maps improved my thinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>I think the concept maps promoted my ability to organize, think and relate to prior knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>I will use concept maps when revising other topics related to my specialty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>I will teach some topics using the concept maps strategy when I start my teaching at school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>The construction of the concept map made me learn the concepts of educational technology better.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>I prefer the traditional method of analysing topics more than using a concept map.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Instead of simplifying, the concept map just confused me more.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2
Sample of Students’ Work